Testing of C/PPS structural element for aircraft
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Abstract. Presented work deals with testing and FE evaluation of composite structural element
manufactured from C/PPS 5H satin fabric [1,2] used for junction of rib with keel beam lower
panel in aircraft construction. Tested composite version should replace titanium one which is
used nowadays. Loading of composite special element (bracket) was simulated in FE software
Abaqus and it was proved that it should withstand the load without failure. After the
manufacturing of three specimens an experiment was done to confirm the FE results.
Introduction
Many crucial connecting components in aircraft are manufactured from titanium because of the
fact, that electrochemical corrosion can occur between steel and composite. Typical titanium
part is analysed bracket used for junction of rib with keel beam lower panel. Its shape requires
a variety of machining operations which are expensive, and they leave a lot of waste material.
Therefore, composite version of the bracket was designed and manufactured from C/PPS 5H
satin fabric by thermoforming technology and this version was simulated and tested.
Finite Element Computation. In Fig. 1 you may see the results for failure index according
to maximal stress theory for given load of the bracket which is described in Table 1. Maximal
failure index is equal to 0,3934 which means that the safety factor is around about 2,54. This
means that composite bracket can replace titanium one without failure and with saving 58 %
on the weight - Ti version weights 0,308 kg, composite one 0,129 kg.
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Table 1: Load of the bracket
Fx [N]
Fy [N]
-276,1
-411,9
-345,6
-618,9
-168
-415,7

Fz [N]
3 496,9
3 007,8
2 846,1
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Fig. 1: Failure index according to the maximal stress theory for given load
Experiment. Experiment was done on TIRA 2300 universal testing machine with loading
speed of 1 mm/min (respectively 2 mm/min). Tensile load was realized through the screws in
the web of the element jointed with the jaws of the machine, just in the z direction (direction of
the profile´s web) – when we look in Table 1, we may see that the load in this direction is much
more higher than the load in. x and y direction. Specimen in the jaws can be seen in Fig. 2.
Relationship between loading force and displacement for three tested specimens can be seen in
Fig. 3. Comparison of failed specimen with FE prediction of failure index (according to
maximal stress theory [3]) can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2: Specimen loaded in the testing machine
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Fig. 3: Relationship between loading force and displacement for three tested specimens

Fig. 4: Comparison of predicted failure index with real failure of the specimen

Conclusions
Three specimens of composite bracket were tested with achieving average maximal force 28,94
± 1,25 kN.
Comparison of FE and experimental results shows that FE model predicts well areas of failure
which are around the bolt holes and on transition radius between lower flange and web of the
profile.
Future work will focus on re-design of composite bracket geometry, its testing and FE
simulation and comparison with this geometry and original titanium solution.
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